Introduction
The Critical Path Method (CPM) and its development to probabilistic environment, the Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT), are the most common tools for predicting and managing different short time or long time projects. However, one of the main difficulties in using mathematical models in real world applications is the vagueness and uncertainty of data and parameters such as activity durations and risky conditions. The constructed network for project management (as a mathematical model) is an aid for control of project implementation with deterministic time durations. However, realization of this approach is difficult in the situation where most of activities will be executed for the first time. One solution offered for this difficulty is the assignment of probabilistic values for estimated durations of activities. In PERT, three estimations called pessimistic, most likely and optimistic values are assigned for each activity. Then the mean duration and its standard deviation are calculated by 
Where a, m and b are the optimistic, most likely and pessimistic values respectively. D is the expected (weighted mean) duration of activity and σ is the standard deviation of the three values (Kerzner, 2009) . The project duration (sum of durations of critical path) is estimated by using the estimated durations of activities. Also, the probability of finishing the project before a predicted time (by using PERT) is calculated based on the standard deviations without considering other real world factors such as probability of impacts on project (such as inflation or stagnation) , impact threat and ability to retaliate. Hence a new approach based on fuzzy inference system and fuzzy decision making is introduced to have more realistic procedure for project management in real world applications. Fuzzy set is introduced by Zadeh in 1965 (Zadeh, 1965 . Different applications of fuzzy sets are studied by researches in different fields (Jamshidi et al., 1993) . T. J. Ross has published an interesting book on fuzzy sets theory and its applications in engineering (Ross, 2010) . Several papers are also published on applications of fuzzy sets in project management (Chanas et al., 2002; Shipley et al, 1997) . M. F. Shipley et al. have used the fuzzy logic approach for determining probabilistic fuzzy expected values in a project management application (Shipley et al, 1996) . An extension of their method is introduced and used for determination of expected values for estimated delays of activities in (Khanmohammadi et al., 2001) . The procedure introduced here deals with defining multi-purpose criticalities for activities where some other features such as probability of impact, impact threat and ability to retaliate are considered as criticality factors of activities in project management process. In this way the risky situations (vulnerabilities) of activities are calculated using a fuzzy inference system which will be used for calculating the risky situation for each activity as a main criticality factor.
Considerable quantitative models have been introduced in literature to calculate the level of risk; which is simply defined as the rate of threat or future deficit of any system imposed by controllable or uncontrollable variables (Chavas, 2004; Doherty, 2000) . Several factors such as probability of occurrence, impact threat and ability to retaliate are introduced as affecting factors on the risk. Then it is tried to find the mathematical relation between affecting factors and the value (level) of the risk (Li & Liao, 2007; McNeil et al., 2005) . The concept of risk is considerably wide. It can contain strategic, financial, operational or any other type of risk.
The concept of fuzzy risky conditions for activities is introduced in sections 2 and 3. In section 4 the concept of Multi-Critical PERT by considering risky levels for activities is introduced and a typical project network is considered as a case study for analyzing the effect of imposing the risky level of activities to criticality. The results are compared to classic PERT by means of Mont Carlo simulation using random variables. Another typical example, project management of rescue robot that provides preliminary processes for helping injured people before the arrival of rescue teams, is studied in section 5. Analysis of obtained results and conclusions are presented in section 6. Fig. 1 shows a classic and simple model of risk analysis. It consists of two factors: Impact threat and ability to retaliate. In this model the risk value is classified in four groups. Each group represents a risky condition for the system (organization, project, activity …). Fig. 2 shows the points (situations) with identical risky levels. The distributions of points with the identical risks (contours of different levels) are also presented in Fig. 2 . Points O and + represent the risky situations for two systems with ability to retaliate and impact threats of (1,8) and (4.9,5.1) respectively.
Classic and fuzzy risk analysis
www.intechopen.com This model is very simple, but it has some structural drawbacks. For example the system + which is in Defenseless situation will change to entirely different condition (Endangered), point (*), with infinity small deviation in ability to retaliate. Also because of its geometrical structure, this model suffers from the lack of considering additional parameters for risk analysis. Another method which has gained more attraction in the risk analysis literature is the model presented by Eq. (3), based on the linear combination of ability to retaliate and impact threat. Risk = (ability to retaliate) × (impact threat) (3) Fig. 3 represents the continuous increasing surface (risk levels) generated by means of Eq. (3). Two particular levels are shown by the cutting planes K1 and K2. Positions O, + and * are also presented in this figure. Fig. 4 shows some contours of risky surface. As it is seen, by using this model any small change in the values of impact threat and ability to retaliate will cause a very small deviation on the risky level of system. This model is more realistic than the one presented by Figs. 1 and 2. However, it also has its limitations for real world applications because it simplifies the complicated relation between different factors to a linear relation. To have a more applicable model, we can formulate our problem as an input output system by:
Where X is the set of input variables which affect the level of the risk, R is the level of the risk and F(.) is a nonlinear function (Kreinovich et al., 2000) .
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The problem here is to find an appropriate model by which the level of risk of the system can be determined in complex situations where there is no access to all data, or the historical data is useless. This problem may be solved by using Fuzzy inference system. 
Fuzzy model
Fuzzy inference systems (FIS) are rule-based systems with concepts and operations associated with fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic (Mendel, 2001; Ross, 2010) . These systems map an input space to an output state; therefore, they allow constructing structures that can be used to generate responses (outputs) to certain stimulations (inputs), based on stored knowledge on how the responses and stimulations are related. The knowledge is stored in the form of a rule base, i.e. a set of rules that express the relations between inputs and the expected outputs of the system. Sometimes this knowledge is obtained by eliciting information from specialists. These systems are known as fuzzy expert systems (Takács, 2004) . Another common denomination for FIS is fuzzy control systems (see for example (Mendel, 2001) ).
FIS are usually divided in two categories (Mendel, 2001; Takagi & Sugeno, 1985) : multiple input, multiple output (MIMO) systems, where the system returns several outputs based on the inputs it receives; and multiple input, single output (MISO) systems, where only one output is returned from multiple inputs. Since MIMO systems can be decomposed into a set of MISO systems working in parallel, all that follows will be exposed from a MISO point of view (Mamdani & Assilian, 1999) . In our risk analysis model a fuzzy inference system is introduced for calculating the risky situations of systems by considering different factors such as probability, impact threat and ability to retaliate (Cho et al., 2002; Nguene & Finger, 2007) . Fig. 5 shows the block diagram of a multi input single output fuzzy risk analysis system for the mentioned factors (Carr & Tah, 2001) . In this work the following Bell shape membership function is used to determine the fuzzy values of inputs for determining the risky levels of activities by FIS.
Where µ A (x) is the membership of variable x in fuzzy value A, c is the median of the fuzzy value and d is the shape parameter. The reason for implementing bell shape membership function is that because of its smoothness (comparing Triangular memberships), and simple formula (comparing Gaussian memberships) it is more appropriate for getting qualitative data from experts.
This model is implemented to the simple model of risk analysis, presented in section 2, to have an idea on the main difference between the classic and fuzzy risky levels. Fig. 7 shows the surface and counters of risky levels of organizations +, and O for 50% probability of impact. As it is seen in Fig. 7 , organization + which is in appropriately Defenseless situation will change to appropriately Endangered situation, point (*), with infinity small deviations in ability to retaliate and in impact threat, which is more realistic comparing to the classic one.
To have an idea on utilization of risk management on criticality of activities besides other criticality criteria, the multi critical PERT is introduced in section 4.
Risk Level
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Multi critical PERT by considering risky levels
The multi critical PERT uses the data presented by The procedure for using these data to calculate the multi-purpose criticalities of activities is as follows:
Algorithm
Step 1 
Step 4. Use the fuzzy inference system to calculate the Risky Level of each Activity RLA by using the fuzzy values of probability of impact pr, impact treat im, and ability to retaliate ar.
The following experimental data gathered from experts are fed to ANFIS (Artificial Neural Fuzzy Inference System) in MATLAB and 14 appropriate FIS rules (Fig. 8 ) are generated by means of "genfis3" for the case study. Step 5. Normalize the free slack times of activities by dividing them to their maximum value. Calculate the Severity of Free slack times of Activities SFA based on durations of activities by:
Step 6. Normalize the total slack times of activities by dividing them to their maximum value. Calculate the Severity of Criticalities of Activities SCA based on durations of activities by:
Step 7. Perform CPM to calculate total slacks of activities where RLAs are used instead of durations for activities to calculate the criticalities based on risky levels (COR). Normalize CORs by dividing them to their maximum value.
Step 8. Use V, SFA, SCA, PFA, RLA and COR as criteria with corresponding weighs W i (defined by experts), to calculate Multi-Purpose Criticalities (MPC) of activities, where for each activity:
Step 9. Classify activities based on MPCs. To compare the efficiency of multi critical PERT with the classic one, 1000 tests are performed using Mont Carlo simulation by generating uniform distributed random numbers r to be used in Equations (10) and (11). For each activity, two costs of impact are calculated where:
a. SCA is considered as a factor of criticality (Expense_on_SCA), by using Eq. (10) Expense_on_SCA=max {0,r-SCA} (10) www.intechopen.com b. MPC is considered as a factor of criticality (Expense_on_MPC), by using Eq. (11) Expense_on_MPC=max {0,r-MPC} (11) Activity Durations V
Step 1 W 1 =0.3
DR
Step 2
PFA
Step 3 W 2 =0.7
RLA
Step 4 W 3 =0.9
SFA
Step 5 W 4 =0.5
SCA
Step 6 W 5 =0.9
COR
Step 7 W 6 =0.7
MPC
Step 8 a m b It means that in real world applications, with probabilistic and non precise situations for finishing activities, if we consider MPC as the criticality of activities our project managements will be more realistic causing less expenses. As another interesting application, a heuristic method for simultaneous rescue robot pathplanning and mission scheduling is introduced based on Graphic Evaluation and Review Technique (GERT) (Alan & Pritsker, 1966) , along with multi criteria decision making and artificial potential fields path-planning.
Rescue robot path planning
Consider some groups of injured people who are trapped in a disastrous situation. These people are categorized into several groups based on the severity of their situation. A rescue robot, whose ultimate objective is to reach injured groups and provide preliminary aid for them through a path with minimum risk, has to perform certain tasks on its way towards targets before the arrival of rescue team. A decision value is assigned to each target based on the whole degree of satisfaction of the criteria and duties of the robot in the way toward the target, and the importance of rescuing each group based on their category and the number of injured people. The resulted decision value defines the strength of the attractive potential field of each target. Dangerous environmental parameters are defined as obstacles whose risk determines the strength of the repulsive potential field of each obstacle. Moreover, negative and positive energies are assigned to the targets and obstacles respectively. These energies vary with respect to different environmental factors.
Potential feld path planning
The potential field method has been studied extensively for mobile robot path planning (Latombe, 1990) . The basic idea behind the potential field method is to define an artificial potential field (energy) in the robot's workspace in which the robot is attracted to its goal position and is repulsed away from the obstacles (Alsultan & Aliyu, 1996; Khanmohammadi & Soltani, 2011) . Despite the problems in architecture of potential field such as local minima and oscillation in narrow passages, this method is particularly attractive because of its mathematical elegance and simplicity (Casper & Yanco, 2002; Chadwick, 2005; Tadokoro et al, 2000) . For simplicity, we assume that the robot is of point mass and moves in a twodimensional (2-D) workspace. Its position in the workspace is denoted by q = [x y] T . The most commonly used attractive potential U att and the corresponding attractive force F att takes the form:
Where ξ is a positive scaling factor, ρ (q goal ,q) = ║q goal -q║ is the distance between the robot q and the goal q goal , and m = 1 or 2. For m = 1, the attractive potential is conic in shape and the resulting attractive force has constant amplitude except at the goal, where U att is singular. For m = 2, the attractive potential is parabolic in shape. Also, the attractive force converges linearly toward zero as the robot approaches the goal.
One commonly used repulsive potential function and the corresponding repulsive force is given by: 
Where η is a positive scaling factor, ρ (q,q obs ) denotes the minimal distance from the robot q to the obstacle, q obs denotes the point on the obstacle such that the distance between this point and the robot is minimal between the obstacle and the robot, and ρ 0 is a positive constant denoting the distance of influence of the obstacle. The total force applied to the robot is the sum of the attractive force and the repulsive force which determines the motion of the robot (Jacoff et al., 2000) .
Graphic evaluation and review technique
In fact GERT is a generalized form of PERT, where the probability of occurrence of activities of the project is taken into consideration. In other words in PERT, either an activity occurs (probability=1) or it does not occur (probability=0); however, in GERT the probability of occurrence of each activity can be a real number between zero and one. GERT approach addresses the majority of the limitations associated with PERT/CPM technique and allows loops between tasks. The fundamental drawback associated with the GERT technique is that a complex program (such as Monte Carlo simulation) is required to model the GERT system.
Proposed methodology
Given the graph representing the sequence of activities in a disastrous situation, the first step is to obtain necessary information for making decision. The mentioned information consists of: a) parameters affecting the decision making, which are mostly predefined and weighted, and b) estimating approximate durations of activities which may occur during the mission. The mentioned parameters are categorized in two main classes; one of them deals with the degree of satisfaction of the criteria defined in tasks of the robot, and the other one is concerned with importance of targets. These parameters are listed in table 3.
Having gained the necessary data via a questionnaire of experts, PERT algorithm is used for the process of durations of activities. The resulted output is a part of the data needed for Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) analysis which consists of: standard deviation, free slack and total slack for activities, and the probability of occurrence of activities before a certain time. The ultimate objective of rescue mission is to help the injured people. The injured situations are divided into four groups: endangered, vulnerable, defenseless and prepared. To compare different groups of injured people four criteria are considered (refer to Table 6 ). The weights of criteria along with the degree of satisfaction of different criteria are given to MCDM algorithm and a decision value is calculated for each group of injured people as targets. In fact ξ (the positive scaling factor for attractive force) for each target is calculated as follows:
Where norm is normalization operator and ADV i is the Attraction Decision Value of the i th target.
Considering environmental situation and defining certain criteria for degree of danger of each obstacle, a similar approach is possible for determining the scaling factor η of the repulsive force. The degree of satisfaction of each criterion is fed into MCDM and the resulting decision value equals the positive scaling factor of repulsive force:
Where RDV i is the Repulsive Decision Value of the i th obstacle.
Having obtained the corresponding strength of the attractive and repulsive potential field, the path planning algorithm is established and the optimal path with respect to least time, least risk and most help to injured people is achieved.
Case study and simulation
Assume that two groups of injured people with different number of people and different categories of injuring are identified. One of the groups is located near a gas station, where people are endangered by the threat of explosion and the other group is next to a building and is threatened by the collision risk of the building. The rescue robot must choose one of the groups as the priority of its mission. Also it is expected that the rescue robot accomplishes several intermediate tasks such as searching for any injured person isolated from other members of identified group, taking picture of the surroundings and sending it to the rescue team, sensing the environmental factors that can signify explosion, etc. Fig. 11 demonstrates the GERT network for rescue mission.
The list of activities for the network represented in Fig. 11 , are listed in table 4. The criteria for intermediate actions of robot in choosing the path are listed in Table 5 .
The three optimistic, most likely and pessimistic values for the duration of each activity and the fulfillment of the main criteria (by performing each activity) which are listed in Table 5 are estimated based on the experts' opinions. In this table H, E and R indicate parameters concerning human, environment and the robot, respectively (Khanmohammadi & Soltani, 2011) .
Durations of activities (first column of Table 5 ) are given to the PERT algorithm and standard deviation, free slack and total slack for activities, and the probability of performing activities in the range DR are obtained as the outputs of PERT. The output of the PERT and the degree of the satisfaction of the criteria by intermediate actions (H 1 , H 2 , E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , R 1 , R 2 , R 3 and R 4 columns) are fed to MCDM algorithm which yields a decision value for each activity. These decision values are treated as the virtual durations of activities and comprise the inputs of the CPM algorithm. Since there is the possibility of obtaining negative decision values, to avoid assigning negative inputs to CPM, the values are normalized in the range [1, 10] . E s in the output of the CPM represents the degree of satisfaction of each activity in each network (mission index). The following values are obtained for the networks of the gas station (target 1) and building (target 2), respectively. E s1 = 52.9434, E s2 = 27.0122.
As defined in the previous section, a set of criteria is defined for the injured people to be able to distinguish which group of injured people are more at risk. These criteria are described in Table 6 .
The degree of satisfaction of these criteria along with the weight (importance) related to each criterions are the inputs of MCDM and the decision value for each target is the value assigned to ADV i .
Similar to the procedure above, a set of criteria is defined for the degree of danger of the obstacles based on the environmental situation. Consider three kinds of obstacles consisting: Risk of fire, Risk of electric shock and Risk of building collision. 
Sending photos * Activities with the dashed lines in the description do not signify any specific activity. They represent the priority considered in making decision The introduced procedure has been run twice, once for hot and dry and once for cold and rainy weather. Results are illustrated in Fig. 12 . Priority is given to the first target (group1 near gas station) by robot. As it is seen in Fig. 12(a) , the rescue robot tries to get as far as possible from the power electric station when it is rainy and it gets a shorter path (near electric power station) in dry conditions, Fig. 12(b) .
Scenario 2 group1: 15 people near gas station comprised of 15 endangered (injured), 5 vulnerable, 5 defenseless group2: 25 people near a damaged building with possibility of collision comprised of 4 injured and 11 defenseless.
We have considered the mentioned environmental conditions and the results are illustrated in Fig. 12 .
The priority is given to the second target (group2 near damaged building) by rescue robot. In case one, when it is cold and rainy, the possibility of explosion is low, so the robot gets closer to the gas station, Fig. 13(a) . But when it is hot, robot tries to be far from the gas Fig. 12 . Generated path for the first scenario: (a) cold and rainy condition, (b) hot and dry condition Fig. 13 . Generated path for second scenario: (a) cold and rainy condition, (b) hot and dry condition www.intechopen.com station where there is the risk of explosion, Fig. 13(b) . The simulation results show the fact that the introduced algorithm is flexible in terms of the environmental conditions and the factors involved in targets.
To further illustrate the conceptual basis of the utilized potential field, a 3D representation of the risk potential function and the corresponding optimal path are represented in Fig. 14 . 
Conclusion
A new fuzzy approach is introduced to perform a more applicable risk analysis in real world applications. This procedure is used to determine the multi-purpose criticalities of activities where six main factors V, SFA, SCA, PFA, RLA and COR are considered as criticality indexes. A fuzzy inference system with three inputs: probability of impact, impact treat, and ability to retaliate is used to calculate the values of RLA for activities. The output of FIS represents the risky level of each activity. The decision values obtained by classic multi criteria decision making problem are then considered as criticality indexes of activities. The obtained results are compared to classic PERT, from the view point of impact expenses, by using the Mont Carlo method. It has been shown that by considering the multipurpose criticalities (instead of total slacks) a considerable amount of expenses caused by different impacts may be saved. The introduced method is applied to simultaneous task scheduling and path planning of rescue robots. Simulation results show that project management technique along with risk analysis by means of artificial potential field path planning is an efficient tool which may be used for rescue mission scheduling by intelligent robots. The algorithm is flexible in terms of environmental situation and the effective factors in risk analysis. In fact the proposed method merges the path planning methods with rescue mission scheduling.
